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Learning Outcomes

As a result of participating in this educational session, participants 
will:

Compare and contrast the core competencies of orientation 
professionals and international educators.

Identify at least 2 barriers encountered by orientation staff in 
identifying their role in the design, implementation, and evaluation 
of international student orientation.

Describe at least 1 collaboration strategy to use on their campus to 
navigate partnerships for international student orientation.



Statement of the Problem:
Fundamental Issue

What role does a domestic, undergraduate, new student orientation 
office play in the institution’s international student orientation 
program?

If that role is collaboration, how does one cultivate and build this 
collaboration?



Statement of the Problem:
Secondary Issues

How does the expertise of international education staff members 
shape their role in the collaborative process?

Do orientation staff members need training in immigration, 
processes, etc. for a collaboration to be effective?



Statement of the Problem:
Secondary Issues

Can orientation staff leverage their strengths in social transition 
strategies for the potential collaboration?

Which office should take ownership of the new collaborative 
program?

What fiscal & human resources would be required for sustaining the 
collaboration? How would each unit contribute?
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Campus-Specific Strategies:
Fort Hays State University

Focus for ISS staff
Focus for Orientation staff
New collaborative social integration elements
Cultivation of new campus & community partners
Family Orientation program development
Re-design of NODA Summer Internship
Re-work ISS orientation positions to blend into OL roles
Functionality of Google+ community for training IWLs



Campus-Specific Strategies:
Purdue University

Identifying international student needs

Working with International Students &                                          
Scholars and International Programs

Working with campus partners                                                     
(specifically academic advisors)



Challenges Encountered

Ownership is messy at times.

Conflict will arise.

Different perspectives exist on how institutions and individuals at 
one institution view the orientation process for international 
students.

Technology has an influence on an institution’s relationship with new 
international students.





Lessons Learned

Collaboration is key!

Develop a collaborative context:
Build commitment.
Commit.
Sustain commitment.

Understand a unit’s motivating factor for wanting to build a 
partnership.

Analyze the various forms of capital at stake – social, organizational, 
& partnership capital.
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Thank you for 

joining us today!

Please remember to complete 

your online evaluation following 

the conference.

See you in Los Angeles in 2019!


